
Craft activities and their products are increasingly considered as an integral part of the cultural heritage and 
collective identity. This heritagization of the crafts can be seen in many museums, in performances and   
festivals, in the recovery of old crafts, historic areas..

Currently, the handicraft business is facing heaps of challenges and perhaps going through it’s worst phase, 
talking about the Old city of Sidon, south of Lebanon, specially in copper, pottery and straw chair crafts 
after they resemble the foundation base of the economical life by 32%.

1) These proficient craftsmen can harness the digital tools like SEO, social media channels, or Google paid 
campaigns to connect directly with the online patrons and generate funds at affordable credits to revive 
their dying business.

3) Using digital machines that can be perceived as an extension of the craftsmen’s hand by combining        
traditional ways of making with new technology. (CNC machines, 3d printing..)

2) Using digital platforms to spearhead their business and also connect with the fellow craftsmen of          
different states to exchange ingenious ideas. By collaborating with talented young entrepreneur that they 
have experience in digital platforms fields.

4) Improvement in quality of raw material used in the region.

- A way to revive the lost identity of the archeological site.

- Access to the old city is limited, so this site will led people to the old city through a link to the land castle.

- Its proximity to the old Souk, that will reinforce pedestrian interactions and break the barriers of the site.

- Attracts young people and tourists by getting acquainted with the handicrafts mixed with new tools.

The traditional crafts which stayed alive in specialized stores in old Saida district, is now threatened with 
extinction if it does not receive the proper official and cultural support. And because of craftsmen are not 
offered health insurance either, which has made the trade more unattractive for younger generations who 
no longer seek to learn these skills.

We all are well aware of the potency and efficacy of digital tools. With the digital platform at craftsmen    
disposal, they can revamp the deteriorating condition of traditional handicraft realm without much of a 
hitch.

So, this project will mainly focus on turning traditional cultural resources into a sustainable cultural 
and economic advancements to restructure and unveil the city’s buried identity through an incuba-
tor business center.


